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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULT 
Let Q be a nonvoid set and 2R the power set of G?. By a lattice we mean 
a system of sets x c 2* such that A E x and BE Z implies A u BE X and 
A n BE xx. A function q: x + [w * : = [w u { - co } is called submodular 
(modular, supermodular) if
rl(A)+rl(B)>(=, G)q(AuB)+rl(AnB), AEX, BEX-X. 
PI is called increasing if q(A) > q(B), A E x, BE x, A 3 B. If a lattice x 
contains the empty set @ it will be called a @-lattice. In this case, a 
function q: x -+ [w, with u(a) = 0 will be called a set function. 
1, will denote the indicator function 1 A(~) = 1, 0 for o E A, w E Q -A. 
We write ~</3 for the pointwise order p(A) <p(A), AEX. 
(Super-, sub-) modular set functions arise in a natural way in many 
branches of mathematics. We sketch some examples. 
l Real valued (signed) measures are modular set functions. 
l 2-alternating (Choquet) capacities are submodular set functions [6]. 
They play an important role in the theory of robust statistics [2, 3, 17, 18, 
19, 36, 391. 
. Valuations on a distributive lattice L may be regarded as modular 
set functions, because L is isomorphic with a lattice of sets [5; IX, 53. 
Compare also [27]. 
l Dimension in projective geometry is a modular set function. 
l The rank function of a polymatroid [42] is a submodular set 
function. Compare [ 13, 311 for a discussion of related examples. 
l The deficiency function of a graph [34] is a supermodular set 
function. 
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l The Euler characteristic as well as Minkowski’s quermassintegrals 
are modular set functions [ 15,261. For other examples in combinatorial 
geometry compare the survey article [32]. 
l If a filter F in a @-lattice .X is identified with its indicator function 
1 then filters are supermodular and prime filters are modular set 
fujm’ctions [6, 7, 251. 
. Cooperative convex games with sidepayments are supermodular set 
functions. For details compare the examples below. 
We shall prove the following theorem. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let 9 c 2* be a @-lattice, fl: d;p + R, a submodular 
set function, and u: 9’ + R, an arbitrary function. 
(a) The following are equivalent. 
(al ) There is a modular set function u: 9 + R, with K 6 p 6 8. 
(a2) For all A, ,..., A,,, B, ,..., B,E~ with C:=, lA,=xj’=, l,,, we 
have E,:=, ti(A,) d CT=, B(B,). 
(b) If b is nonnegative then the following are equivalent. 
(bl) There is an increasing modular set function u: 9 + R + with 
u<p<p. 
(b2) For all A ,,..., A,,, B ,,..., B,E.Y with C:T=, lA,<~,m=, 1, we 
have CY= 1 x(Ai) d IS,“=, B(Bj). 
2. THE MAZUR-ORLICZ-KAUFMAN THEOREM 
Let (S, + ) denote an abelian semigroup. Then a function w: S -+ R, is 
called subadditive (additive, superadditive) if 
w(s) + w(t) 3 ( =, 6 ) w(s + t), s E s, t E s. 
The proof of our Main Theorem is based on the following result due to 
Kaufman [23] which generalizes the now classical MazurOrlicz Theorem 
c351. 
MOK THEOREM ([23]). Let S be an abelian semigroup, w: S+ R, a 
subadditive function, Z an abstract set, c: Z -+ R, an arbitrary function, and 
f: Z -+ S a map with the property 
w(f(z1)+ ... Sf(z,))> i c(z,), Zl)..., Z,EZ, nEiv. (*) 
,=I 
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Then there exists an additive t: S+ [w, such that 
w(s) a 5(s), SES 
and 
l(.f(z)) 2 C(Z)? z E z. 
3. THE INTEGRAL OF A SET FUNCTION 
In the following let 9 be a @-lattice. Then S, : = {s = Cy= , 1 A,: A i E 3, 
i < n E N } is an abelian semigroup with pointwise addition 
(s + t)(u) = s(u) + t(u), WEQ 
as composition, and s --t llsll := max{s(w): w E Q} is subadditive on S,. 
Remark 1. S, is the set of all bounded functions s: R + No := 
{0, 1, 2,...} with {s> k} := { wEQ:s(w)>k}E5f for all kEN. 
Proof: 1. Lets=C:‘=,lA,ESYandkEN.Forn=l wehave js>k}E 
{@,A,}, and for n>l and t=C;:,11,, we have {s>,k}=ft>k}u 
({tak-l)nA,,). By induction we get {s>k}ET. 
2. Foraboundeds:Q+NN,wehave.r=C,Xz,lI,.,)=Ci?!, lI.,zil. 
To every set function q: 9 + R, we associated an “integral” I,,: S, + R, 
according to 
I,(s)= t n({s>i})= f yl((s>i}). 
,=I ,=I 
LEMMA 1. For every set function n: .Y + [w, w!e have 
Z,(l.+l.)=vl(AuB)+g(AnB), A, BE 9; 
in particular, 
4#,)=~(4~ AE9. 
LEMMA 2. Let n: 9’ + [w, be a set function. Then, 
(a) n is submodular if and only if I,, is subadditive. 
(b) n is supermodular if and only if I,, is superadditive. 
(c) n is modular if and only if I,, is additive. 
(d) n is increasing if and only if I,, is increasing. 
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Proof: (a) 1. Let q be submodular. We first show 
Z,b+ lA)~qS)+z?JlA)~ SES~, AELF. 
As we have 
Z,(s+ IA)= 2 vu s>i}u({s>i-l}nA)), 
i=l 
we may assume 
r/({s>i}u({s>i-l}nA))&, iEN. 
Suppose that q( {s > j} n A) = -cc for some Jo N. Then, by sub- 
modularity, we get 
which implies q( {s > j + 1 } n A) = --co. By repeating this argument we 
infer q( {s > k > n A) = -co for all k > j. But this is impossible, because 
{s > k} n A = /21 for almost all k E N. Hence, we have q( (s 3 i} n A) E R for 
all iE N. Again from submodularity we infer 
Z,(s+l,)< f q((s>i})+ f. q({s3i-l}nA) 
i= 1 i= I 
-ir, ~({s~i}nA)=Z,(s)+rl(A). 
Hence, for s, t E ST we have 
I/~/I - 1 
> 
11r11 
z,(s+f)64 s+ c &i) +fc{e Ml})< ... <Z,(s)+ c q({t>i}) 
i=l i=l 
= Z,(s) + Z,(t). 
2. If Z, is subadditive then by Lemma 1 q is submodular. 
(b) and (c) are proved similarly, (d) is obvious. 
From Lemmas 1 and 2 we infer 
LEMMA 3. Zf ‘1 is submodular (supermodular), then 
Z,,(s)<(>) i v(A,)fors= i lAr, Ai~.Y, i<n~ N. 
i=l r=l 
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For related results compare [S, Lemma 2; 33, Thtoreme 2; 41, Lemma 
8.11. 
Remark 2. For a submodular set function p: 9 + iw, condition (a2) is 
equivalent to 
(a3) f: rc(A,) <Ip(s), s= i 
i= 1 !=I 
Remark 3. In [6] Choquet introduced 
functions q: 9 -+ [w + the integral 
1 A,’ A I,..., A,EY. 
(in essence) for increasing 
C,(f)=J W-~W~ 
0 
forfeB,:= {gEiWy:g bounded, {g>,t}E6pVrEIW+). It is easy to 
set 
see 
that C, 1 SY = I,, 1 S,, i.e., for increasing set functions Choquet’s integral is 
an extension of the integral used in the present paper. If 55’ is a d-lattice 
(i.e., A, E 9, A, 1 A implies A E 55’) then B, is a convex cone. In this case q 
is submodular if and only if C, is sublinear. Choquet sketched the proof of 
this fact in [6; Sect. 541, a more detailed proof was given by Topsoe [41]. 
On the other hand, this result is also an easy consequence of Lemma 2. 
(Observe that Iw + . S, is uniformly dense in By.) 
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
(a) By Remark 2, condition (a2) implies condition (*) in the 
situation S=S9, w=ZP, Z=9, f(A)=lA, c(A)=lc(A) for A#@ and 
c(0) = 0. So by the MOK Theorem there exists an additive 5: S, + [w, 
with /i(A)=Zg(lA)2<(lA)2c(A)>~(A), AELF. Hence, p(A)=t(l,) 
satisfies (al ) (observe that 1 A v B + 1 An s = 1 A + 1 s). 
Conversely, if p satisfies (al) then we get for 
A l,..., A,, B, ,..., B,EY with i I.,= f l,, =:s 
i=l j= I 
.cl K(A~)G IfI P(Ai)=Zp(s)= f p(Bj)< f b(B,) 
i=l j=l j= 1 
by Lemma 3. 
(b) If rc satisfies (b2) then so does rZ, defined as i(A) = K(A) or 0 for 
A E 9 - (a} or A = 0, respectively. Let 9 be the ring generated by 9, 
i.e., the system of sets U;=r (A;-B,), Ai, B,E~, i<n~N. Deline /l*(R)= 
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inf(/?(A):RcAC&} and ~*(R)=sup{l;-(A):RIAEY}, RE%?. Then 
/3*: 9 + R + is a submodular set function. Now let R, ,..., R,, S, ,..., S, E W 
withE;=, lR,=Q’!!, 1,. Forc>OchooseA,, B,EJ?, A,cRi, BjISjsuch 
that IZ(A,)> K*(R~)- (c/n) (i<n) and fl(B,)<b*(S,)+~/m (j<m). Then 
C:=, lA,<C~i, lB, implies C:=,K,(R,)<<C~=, R(A,)+E~C,“=,P(B,)+ 
E d c,“=, /?*(S,) + 2~. Hence we may apply part (a) to infer the existence of a 
modular v 1 9 such that 0 <K* ,< v < /?* holds. In particular we have 
K < K.+ / 9 d p d /I* 1 9 d /? for ZI = v 1 9. But every nonnegative modular 
set function on a ring is increasing. So p satisfies (bl ). Again, (bl ) = (b2) is 
an immediate consequence of Lemma 3. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
We now intend to demonstrate the usefulness of our Main Theorem by 
discussing some examples. To this end we introduce some additional 
notations. 
Let q: 9 + R, be a set function and % c Y a chain. Then M(q, V) will 
denote the set of all modular set functions Z.C Y -+ IX, with ,D 6 q and 
ZI I %! = r] I V for the restrictions. Expecially M(n) := M(r], (a}) is the set 
of all modular set function ZJ: 9 + R, with p < II. Finally, we write 
sup rj : = sup{u(A): A E Y}. 
(a) Sandwich Theorems 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 9 be a D-lattice, 9” a sublattice of Y, fl: Y -+ R, a 
submodular set function, and y: X + R, a supermodular function such 
that j I X > y. Then there is a ,U E M(P) with p I X 2 y. If in addition /I is 
increasing, then p can be chosen increasing as well. 
The special case “/3 and y increasing” is due to Kranz 127-J. Frank 
[ 10, 111 used graph theoretic methods to derive related results for finite Q. 
Proof: We set rc(A)=y(A), 0, -CC for AEX-{a}, A=@, or 
0 #A E Ii4 - X respectively. Then K: d;p + R, is a supermodular set 
function with rc</?. For A ,,..., A,,, B ,,..., B,E~, s := I;=, l,, and 
t : = c,“=, 1 B, we infer from Lemma 3 C:=, ti(A,) <Z,(s) and cj’!! , fl( B,) 3 
Z&t). Hence s = t, or s 6 t if B is increasing, imply C;= , K(A~) < C,“= , /!I( B,), 
and the Main Theorem can be applied. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let Y be a @-lattice. For a set function K: 9 -+ R, with 
sup K < co the following are equivalent: 
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(a) There exists an increasing modular set function p: 9 + IR, such 
that rc<~<ssuprc. 
(b) For all s=C;=~ l,,, A ,,..., A.E~, 
iZ, K(Ai) 6 (suP Ic). IIsll. 
Proof: (a)*(b): Z;= 1 JC(A~) f C;=, ,u(A,) = I,(J) 6 (sup ~1. llsll = 
(SUP K). IM 
(b) =- (a): /I = (sup rc) . 1 Y _ 1 o ) is an increasing submodular set 
function on 9. For A i ,,.., A, E 9 and s : = C;=, 1 A, we obtain 
ic, K(Ai) G (SUP K, ’ IlsI/ =zfl(s). 
Now (a) follows by Remark 2 and the Main Theorem. 
(b) Submodularity 
EXAMPLE 3. Let 9 be a @lattice. For a set function /I: 9’ + [FB, the 
following are equivalent: 
(a) /I is submodular. 
(b) I, is subadditive. 
(c) Zp(s)=min{C;=,P(Ai):S=C:=l l,,, Airy, i<n~N}, FESS. 
(d) Z, = max(Z,: p E M(P)}. 
(e) M(fi, W) is nonvoid for every chain V c 9. 
Proof (a) + (e): y = b 1 $? is modular. Choose p according to Exam- 
ple 1. 
(e)*(d): For SES,, ‘%={{ sbi}: i~fV(), and peEM(fi,%‘) we have 
p E M(b) and Z,(s) = I&). 
(d) = (b): For s, t E S9 choose p E M(B) with ZJs + t) = Z&s + t). I, is 
additive by Lemma 2, and p < fi implies Z, <I,. So we get Z,(s + t) = 
Z,(s) + Z,(t) d Z&) + Z&t). 
(b)=(c): For s=C;=, l,,, Ai E 9’ we infer from (b) and the definition 
of zp c;= 1 j(Ai) > I&) = C]l”‘, p( (s > i}). 
(c) * (a): From (c) we get together with Lemma 1 
m u B) + B(A f-7 B) = I,(1 A + 1 B) < B(A) + P(B), A, BEG’. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let dp be a a-lattice. If /I: 9 + [w, is a submodular set 
function, then /I = max{p: p E M(P)}. 
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ProoJ: By Example3 we have Z,(l,)=max{Z,(l,):~EM(p)}, AEY. 
(c) Games 
Recall that a game (more precisely, a cooperative game with 
sidepayments) is a triple (52, JX?, v) where 52 is a nonvoid set, d is an 
algebra on 52 and v: d -+ Iw, is a nonnegative set function [S, 22, 381. 
Sometimes, the elements of 52 are called players, and the elements of & are 
called coalitions. 
The core C(Q, &, v) or C(v), for short, is the set of all modular set 
functions ,D on d with v ,< ,D d v(Q). A nonnegative modular set function ,U 
(with p(Q) = 1) defined on an algebra of sets is called a finitely additiue 
(probability) measure. If %? c 9 is a chain then C (v, %‘) will denote the set 
ofall~~C(Q,~,v)with~~I=v~~. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let (52, d, v) be a game and Q E V c d a chain. Then the 
following are equivalent. 
(a) C;=, v(A,)<x,“=, v(C,) for all A ,,..., A,E~ and C ,,..., C,EW 
with C:=r lA,<CJm_l l,,. 
(b) Cr=, v(A,)<C,“=, v(C,) for all A, ,..., A,E& and C ,,..., C,E%? 
withE:=, l.,=x,mz, l,,. 
(c) There is a finitely additive measure p: G! -+ [w + with p 2 v and 
pI@=vlI. 
Proof: (c) 3 (b) is obvious. 
(b)*(a): Observe that s=cJ”=, lc,-Cy=r lA,=Cj!!, ll.sBkJ~S.d. 
(a)*(c): b(A)=inf{v(C): A cC~%‘u {a}}, AE& is a submodular 
increasing set function. Now let A 1 ,..., A,, B, ,..., B, E d such that 
cr=, L,<C,m_l 1,. For E>O choose C,E%U (0) with Cj3Bj and 
v(C,) < b(B,) + E/m. Then from (a) we infer x1=, v(Aj) < I,*= r v(C,) 6 
c;= 1 p(B,) + E. Hence by the Main Theorem there exists a finitely additive 
measure p ( & such that v 6 p 6 p holds. Now from v 1 W = /? I %’ the asser- 
tion follows. 
The above example contains several well-known “core theorems” as 
special cases: 
EXAMPLE 6 (Schmeidler [38], Sakamaki-Takahashi [37]). For a 
game (Q, &, v) the following are equivalent. 
(4 C(v) Z 0. 
(b) For all @I ,..., tl, 2 0 and A ,,..., A, E &, 
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(c) For all A,,...,A.e& and mgN with C:=l l.,=ml,, 
i V(Ai) 6 mv(l2). 
i=l 
Games with the above properties are called balanced. 
Proof: (c) + (a): Apply Example 5 with % = {Q}. 
(a) 3 (b) =- (c) is obvious. 
EXAMPLE 7 (Lorentz [30], Kalai-Zemel [21]). Let (52, d, v) be a 
game and E E d. Then the following are equivalent. 
(a) There is a finitely additive measure p: &’ -+ [w + such that .D b v 
and p(E) = v(E). 
(b) C;=, v(Ai) <mv(E) for all A, ,..., A,E d and m E N with 
C;=, l.#=ml., and 
Cv(A,)-h(E) 
1 
:leN,k~N~, 
Aim&, c l,,=kl.+ll, 
Proof: (b) 3 (a): Apply Example 5 with +? = {E, 52) and i(A) = v(A), o! 
for A#Q, A=Q. 
(a) = (b) is obvious. 
EXAMPLE 8 (Schmeidler [38]). Let (52, d, v) be a game and EEL&‘. 
Then the following are equivalent. 
(a) For all A, ,..., A,E&’ and m, keN, with C:=, l.,=ml,+kl., 
$, v(AJ 6 mv(Q) +WE). 
(b) For all A 1 ,..., A,E& and m,kENo with C:=I l,,dml,+kl., 
f ~(4) d mv(Q) + h(E). 
i=l 
(c) C(v) # 0 and v(E) = min{p(E): pi C(v)}. 
Games which satisfy the above properties for all E E & are called exact. 
Proof. (a)*(c): Apply Example 5 with V = (E, Q}. 
(c) =+ (b) + (a) is obvious. 
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EXAMPLE 9 (Delbaen [ 8 ] ). For a game (Q, d, v) the following are 
equivalent. 
(a) v is supermodular. 
(b) C(v,%‘)#@ for every chain Vcd. 
Proof: (a)=(b): Apply Example 3 “(a)*(e)” to p= -v and to the 
chain ‘?? u {Q}, or apply Example 5. 
(b)=(a): For AE&, BE&‘, and p~C(v,(An& AuB}) we have 
v(AnB)+v(AuB)=p(AnB)+p(AuB)=p(A)+p(B)3v(A)+v(B). 
Remark 4. Games (a, d, v) with supermodular v are called convex 
[S, 22, 381. However, if d is a e-algebra, then by Remark 3 we have: 
A game (Q, -c4, v) is convex if and only if its Choquet integral C,, is con- 
cave. 
(d) Optimization 
EXAMPLE 10. Let (Sz, d, v) be a convex game, & a o-algebra, 
f: 52 + Iw + an &-measurable bounded function, and Wf= { { f 2 x}: x > 0). 
(a) There is a j E C(v) with fi 1 ++= v ) %$ 
(b) Every p chosen according to (a) is a solution of the optimization 
problem 
Minimize s Sdcl subject to P E C(v). R 
In [19] Huber and Strassen proved a result similar to (a). The solution 
ji in (b) is closely related to the greedy algorithm for (poly-)matroids 
[9, 12, 201. 
Proof. (a) follows from Example 9. 
(b) For arbitrary p E C (v) we have 
with equality for p = p, 
EXAMPLE 11. Let P’ be a a-lattice and /I: JZ’ -+ [w, a submodular set 
function. 
(a) For every sublattice Xc 2 there is a p EM(~) with 
infp 1 X=iinffi 1 X. 
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(b) There is a ~LEM(P) with p ( &=inf/3 for X0= {AeZ:fi(A)= 
inf /?}. 
Proof (a) Apply Example 1 with y 1 X = inf /I 1 X. 
(b) Case 1: inf j3 = -cc. Choose an arbitrary p E M(b). 
Case 2: inf /? E R. Then X0 is a lattice. (This well-known fact [34, 
Theorem 7.2.2.; 403 is easily established). Now apply Example 1 with 
y 1 XO=infp. 
Example 12. Let 55’ be a D-lattice and p: 9 + R, a submodular set 
function. Then for every sublattice Xc 9’ we have 
flT;M”TD, f,“f, p(A) = inf max p(A). 
AEX PEM(P) 
Proof. By Example4 we have inf,.,B(A)=inf,.,-max,,,(p,~(A), 
and from Example 11 we derive the existence of a p EM(B) with 
infAEX p(A) =infA., /?(A). 
(e) Extension 
EXAMPLE 13 (Kelley [24]). Let d c g c 2* be algebras, /I: 9I + [w + 
an increasing submodular set function, and y: d + R, a finitely additive 
measure with y < j? 1 d. Then there exists a finitely additive measure 
p:&?+R+ with p</? and PI d=y. 
Proof: We set F(B)=/?(B), BEL@- {a}, B(sZ)=y(Q), and 
y(B) = sup{ y(A): B 3 A E &‘s>, BE P$. Then fl is submodular, jj is super- 
modular, and 7 ,< ,!?. By Example 1 there is a modular ~1 such that 7 =S p < fl. 
In particular O<p</? and p I d>y. But y(Q)<fi(Q)<fl(Q)=y(Q) 
implies p I d = y. 
Kelley’s result can be generalized as follows. 
EXAMPLE 14. Let Y c 2* be a @-lattice, /?: 9 -+ R, a submodular set 
function, d c 9 an algebra, and y: d + R, a modular set function with 
y 6 fl 1 d. Then there exists a p E M(P) with p I d = y. p can be chosen 
increasing if /? and y are increasing. 
Proof. 1. We set p(B) = p(B) for BE 9 - {Q} and p(Q) = y(Q). Then 
fl is submodular and y <?I d. Hence by Example 1 there is a PE M(p) 
such that p ( .&’ 2 y. Again v(Q) < ~(52) <p(Q) = y(Q) implies p I d = y. 
2. Now let fl and y be increasing, and let .!?8 denote the smallest 
algebra containing 9. Then fi extends to an increasing submodular 
set function /7: 98 + R + according to P(B)=inf{fl(A): BcAeT}. By 
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Example 13 there is a finitely additive measure i: a -+ R + with p < B and 
11 1 & = y. So p = j 1 P’ has the desired property. 
EXAMPLE 15 (Guy [14]). Let ZXZ~ and &> be two subalgebras of 2R, 
and let ,u, and p2 be two finitely additive probability measures on JZZ’, and 
J&‘~ respectively. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) There is a finitely additive measure p on 2* such that 
P Id=/4 I4 for iE (1, 2). 
(b) IfA,E~,,A,E~2andA,~A,thenC1,(A,)~~L2(A2). 
The special case &‘i = &* is due to Horn and Tarski [ 16; Theorem 1.21). 
Proof (a) * (b) is obvious. 
(b)*(a): /I(C) := inf{pi(A): CcA~d~41), CE~” is increasing and 
submodular, and by (b) we have /l/ &* > ,uL2. Hence by Example 13 there is 
a finitely additive measure p: 2* -+ Iw + with ,U < /I and ,D I dz = p2. In par- 
ticular p(Q) =11?(Q) = 1, but p<p implies p I &i </I I &, =pi I &,, and 
from p(Q) = 1 ‘p,(Q) we conclude p I &, =p,. 
EXAMPLE 16 (Bierlein [4] ). Let d be a o-algebra on Q and 
Q = z;=, L,, L, E 2R, n E N, where C denotes disjoint union. Let g be the 
smallest a-algebra containing & and {L,, L2,...}. Then for every countably 
additive measure p: d -+ R + there is a countably additive measure 
q:S?-+lQ+ such that q I d=p. 
Proof: v(B) = sup { p(A): B 3 A E &‘}, B E &? is supermodular. By Exam- 
ple 9 there is a finitely additive measure p: B + R + with v 6 p d v(Q) (in 
particular p I &’ = p) and p(xp”=, L,) = v(Cz, Li), n E N. The system Y of 
sets An Li with A E&‘, icz N is a semiring because S, TEY implies 
S~TEY and S-TEY. Now let AnLL,=C,“=, A,nL,“; A, A,,E&. As 
we have A,nLL,=(ZI for i,#k we may assume i,=k, n~h4. For B,=A, 
and B,=A,,-lJ;;:A,, n>2 we have B,nL,=A,,nLL,. This implies 
MA n Lk) - I,“= 1 AA, n L)l d lim,, m IX,“=,,, p(B,,) = 0, i.e., P I 9 is 
countably additive. So p ( Y can be extended to a measure q on 3 [43, 
Chap. 2, Sect. 71 because a is the cr-algebra generated by Y. For A E& 
we have q(A) = lim, _ o3 P(C:= 1 A n L,) d P(A) = P(A 1, so q(Q) = lb, + z 
p(C~pl’ Li) = p(Q) - lim,, m p(Cp”=, Li) = P(Q) - lim,, m 
v(Cp”,, Li) = p(O) implies q I & = p. (To see lim,, m v(Ci”,, L,) = 0, let 
E>O and take A,E&, A,cC,:= C,“=,Li such that v(C,)< 
p(A,) + ~2~“‘. Then for B, = n;=, Ai we have v( C,) - p(B,) = v(C,) - 
P(A,) + ~(AmuBm-,) - AB,-,) d E2-“’ + v(Cm-,I - P(&-1) G E 
. CT= I 2-’ by induction.) 
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Remark 5. Bierlein’s original proof of the above result was more con- 
structive. Our “game theoretic” proof is a modification of methods 
developed by Lembcke [28] and Lipecki [29]. It is also close in spirit to 
the paper of Kannai [22] where the o-core of a game is studied. Ascherl 
and Lehn [l] pointed out that Bierlein’s extension theorem remains true 
for arbitrary decompositions Q = x,, T L,, T an indexing set. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARK 
Of course the choice of the preceding examples was quite arbitrary. I am 
sure that the Main Theorem of the present paper can also successfully be 
applied in other fields, some of which are mentioned in the introduction. 
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